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Abstract
President Trump’s trade war with China proved to be detrimental to a wide swatch of U.S. companies,
yet resistance to the trade war remained limited to a handful of well-connected firms. To better
understand the constraints to corporate political action, we implemented a field experiment targeted
at managers at U.S.-based firms in which we randomly provided original estimates of the costs of
the trade war to their industry and company and then measured their willingness to take actions
either opposing or supporting the trade war. We find that on the whole, U.S. companies that receive
information about the rise in input costs are less likely to take political action opposing the trade
war, though this effect is highly conditional on respondents’ beliefs about and knowledge of the trade
war. Respondents at companies that believed the trade war had adversely affected them tended to
respond most strongly to the treatment, while those who believed the trade war had helped their
company proved to be immune to the treatment. Furthermore, we find that partisan affiliation of the
company’s managers was as strong a predictor of support for or against the trade war as was the
company’s own vulnerability to tariff-related cost increases, suggesting that partisanship strongly
shaped pre-existing beliefs.
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Introduction

The trade war waged by the Trump Administration from 2018 to 2021, and now continued by the
Biden administration, has resulted in unprecedented increases in tariffs affecting dozens of countries and
thousands of products. With multiple fronts and grounded in multiple laws, the trade war has upended
steel, aluminum, solar panels, washing machines, and autos. It has also affected nearly every business tie
with China, with which the average tariff level has risen from 3 to 20 percent between 2017 and 2020.
Economists estimate that these trade policies have primarily burdened U.S. consumers and businesses on
the scale of $4.6 billion per month, with $165 billion worth of trade redirected to avoid tariffs (Amiti,
Redding, and Weinstein, 2019). Indeed, survey data indicate broad opposition to the trade war among
U.S. consumers and businesses.1
Economic theory would expect those penalized to politically oppose the trade war. But we have
seen relatively little broad-based political mobilization against the trade war. The absence of political
mobilization is understandable for consumers, who although they are the main losers from tariffs, face
diffuse costs that make it challenging for them to overcome collective-action problems. The real puzzle
is why businesses, who are typically thought to be more active in trade policy, have not done more to
change the status quo.
To be sure, firms have not been silent. In early March 2018, the Business Roundtable made an
unequivocal statement that the tariffs were an “unforced error” and would not succeed in protecting
American jobs and workers.2 By September 2018, 80 trade associations had joined together under the
umbrella organization Americans for Free Trade, which has drafted numerous letters to the administration.
Historically, however, corporate political activity on trade policy has been more successful when petitions
are filed by firms with heavy campaign contributions than through trade associations (Rehbein and
Lenway, 1994). But individual firms affected by the trade war mostly dedicated their resources to seeking
individualized exemptions from the tariffs, rather than pursuing policy change.3
Why would (or wouldn’t) firms engage in collective action to end a trade war? Answering this question
is essential to understanding the political power that can be wielded by markets. While a large literature
investigates the strategic (Olson 1965), social (Gerber, Green, and Larimer, 2008), and ideological reasons
why individuals may take collective action, we know less about whether firms behave similarly.
For one, we question whether firms had good information about how the trade war would impact their
operations. To be sure, many of the firms with certainty of the higher prices they faced filed thousands of
requests to the Department of Commerce to be exempt from tariffs on highly specialized products that
were not produced in the U.S. According to an engineer at a fishing hook manufacturer, “If we can’t get
1 Ben Casselman and Ana Swanson, “Survey shows broad opposition to Trump trade policies,” New York Times, September
19, 2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/19/business/economy/trade-war-economic-concerns.html
2 https://www.businessroundtable.org/business-roundtable-statement-on-president-trumps-steel-and-aluminum-tariffs
3 James Politi, “US tariffs see small businesses plead for mercy as trade war bites,” Financial Times, August 23, 2018.
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the exemption, we will stop making that product altogether.” One employee of a manufacturer making
precision gears for aerospace companies claimed that the specific grade of metal it imports from Europe is
the only one strong enough to ensure safely constructed airplanes.4 For many firms, the costs were clear.
But others may not be fully aware of the toll the trade war has taken on their business. Even
economists have struggled to estimate the costs of the trade war. One reason for this is the complex
global supply chains that amplify and yet conceal the effects of tariffs, presenting an empirical challenge
to scholars who have sought to quantify the impact of the trade war (Flaaen and Pierce, 2019). Another
complication is that both U.S. protectionism and foreign retaliation appear to target certain politically
valuable sectors and counties, and their net effect is often interactive and distorted (Fajgelbaum, Goldberg,
Kennedy et al., 2020).
If economists have struggled to adequately model the consequences of the trade war, we expect firms
to suffer from an even inferior informational environment. Consider this 2018 advice from the Boston
Consulting Group:
Trade policy impact assessments are designed to look at the net welfare or GDP effects of
higher tariffs. That is relevant for firms but often not the most important consideration.
Firms want to understand the impact on their specific business and bottom line. This impact
can be much higher than the overall welfare effect, and it can even go in the opposite direction.
... Importantly, firms will differ in the way they are affected by trade policy action. Their
exposure depends on the dynamics of the market segments on which they focus, the flexibility
of their production systems, and the global footprint of their value chains. ... Firms need to
boost their analytical capacity to prepare themselves to assess a more uncertain environment
ahead and to prepare their responses in a fact-driven way.5
We suspect that many firms lack this analytical capacity, and dedicating resources to developing it
is yet another cost of the trade war. We therefore provided such analytical capacity to firms as part of
the study, experimentally testing whether whether informing firms about the impact of the trade war on
their business increases the likelihood that they will undertake political action. To do this, we created a
novel sample of managers at U.S. firms using social media targeting and outreach to U.S. Chambers of
Commerce. Using supply tables from the BEA, we calculate for each industry—based on the upstream
industries on which it relies—the cost of the trade war, and we develop an interactive web application
that allows firms to estimate this for themselves more precisely based on their own inputs and quantities.
We collect information about the subject company managers’ knowledge of the trade war and their beliefs
about the harm or help that their companies received from the trade war. As an outcome measure, we
4 https://www.marketplace.org/2018/04/25/economy/whos-asking-exemptions-trumps-tariffs
5 Christian

Ketels and Martin Reeves, “How Much Will a Trade War Hurt Your Business?” Boston Consulting Group,
August 18, 2018. https://www.bcg.com/publications/2018/how-much-will-trade-war-hurt-your-company.aspx
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ask whether the firms would want to undertake a number of behaviors to express either their opposition
to or support for the current trade war.
We find, contrary to much thinking about the determinants of corporate political action, that presenting
information about tariff-related input costs in the aggregate tends to depress rather than increase political
action opposing the trade war. However, we find that this effect is highly conditional on the prior harm
and knowledge the respondent had towards the trade war. The treatment depressed political action
the most among those with middling levels of knowledge and prior exposure to the trade war, while it
increased political action the most among those who had little knowledge of the trade war but believed it
to be detrimental to their company. Furthermore, when we analyze treatment intensity in terms of the
number of products that received tariffs in the respondent’s industry, we find that those with pre-existing
beliefs suggesting that the trade war was harmful increased their probability of opposition to the trade
war by as much as 40%.
In addition, we note that a large obstacle to collective action is the simple availability of options
amenable to a wide range of companies. To recruit our sample, we employed a half-dozen sampling
strategies including web-scraping, purchasing manager email lists, cold-calling, networking with chambers
of commerce, and employing online Facebook targeting ads. While not technically a part of the experiment,
this process showed that it is quite difficult to reach managers with credible messages on which they could
act outside of individual trade associations due to the overwhelming nature of B2B marketing and spam,
in addition to the cynicism caused by widespread polarization. Although our experiment shows that it
is quite possible to shift business managers’ willingness to take political action given company-specific
information, it is still a large endeavor to provide this information to them.

2

Firms, Trade, and Political Behavior

Trade produces winners and losers, and a large literature theorizes and investigates producers’ preferences
over trade policy. Factor endowment models of trade such as Heckscher-Ohlin suggest that preferences over
trade will divide along factoral lines, with owners of the relatively abundant factor of production benefiting
from and supporting free trade, while the relatively scarce factor opposes it (Rogowski, 1987). Sectoral
models, including Ricardo-Viner, instead identify industries as the main cleavages that divide producers
(Hiscox, 2002). Any individual associated with an industry that utilizes that relatively abundant factor of
production should benefit from and support trade, irrespective of their personal factor endowment (labor
or capital), while industries that utilize scarce factors of production should seek protection. But scholars
increasingly suggest that producer preferences result from a given firm’s exposure to global value chains.
Firms that outsource their production processes would be heavily penalized by import limitations and
should push for free trade to maximize the efficiency of their operations (Farrell and Newman, 2016).
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Indeed, Kim, Milner, Bernauer et al. (2019) survey firms in Costa Rica and find that GVC-connected
firms placed greater value on trade liberalization.
But are firms willing to act on their preferences to undertake costly political action? Take a group of
firms adversely affected by trade liberalization or protection. Most theories of collective action propose
that the firms will undertake action only when the benefits they receive outweigh the costs of participation.
When benefits are concentrated among a small group, the shared benefits that accrue to a single firm may
be significant enough to compensate them for the costs of engagement, thus leading to collective action.
But when benefits are diffusely shared among a large group, even if their sum offsets the combined costs
of participation, no individual firm benefits enough to justify the costs (Olson, 1965).
It is well-understood that firms (producers) are more likely to take political action on trade policy than
individuals (consumers), a pattern that typically results in trade protectionism. Individual consumers are
typically uninformed about the costs they pay for protectionist trade policy (Guisinger, 2017), but even if
they were better informed, the benefits of free trade (lower prices) are too diffusely spread to justify the
costs of action for most. But while producers are thought to more easily overcome this problem when
lobbying for protectionism, the empirical record on this is mixed (Hansen, Mitchell, and Drope, 2005).
With the rise of megafirms, especially productive firms reliant on global supply chains, firms have
taken center stage on scholarly explanations for trade policy. Kim (2017) argues that large productive
firms lobby for selectively liberalized trade policy, leading to highly variable tariff rates for differentiated
products within a single industry. In their review essay, (Kim and Osgood, 2019: 409) discuss the potential
for these firms to act collectively, arguing, “Because large protrade firms are fewer in number than smaller
antitrade firms, protrade firms are likely to find collective organization easier. ... This argument therefore
reverses the usual formulation about the collective advantages of trade’s opponents and thus suggests a
new explanation for the current era of global economic integration.” But we suggest that this argument
reverses yet again during a trade war with such widespread effects: as more firms endure the costs of the
trade war, the harder it will be for them to act collectively.
In fact, the 2018 to 2020 trade war has imperiled all but a very small number of firms. Widespread
tariffs have heavily penalized U.S. businesses that faced sometimes impracticable costs of sourcing
materials, let alone exporting their products abroad, on top of a heavily bureaucratized and slow-moving
tariff exemption process. A very small number of winning firms—steel giant AK Steel, for example—
invested heavily in thwarting the exemptions sought by numerous businesses that were downstream
consumers of steel. During a trade war that affected such a broad variety of and massive quantities of
goods, most U.S. businesses shared an interest in ending the tariffs.
Because of this, we think firms in this unusual context of a massive trade war after decades of
globalization may be more akin to consumers than to producers: the benefits of ending a trade war are
diffuse across a large, heterogeneous group of firms, making collective action challenging. We therefore
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believe it is worth turning to the literature on how individuals overcome collective-action problems when
considering whether and how these firms would do so.
First, uncertainty about the payoffs of collective action could affect individuals’ decisions to participate.
Focusing on contentious politics, Shadmehr and Bernhardt (2011) point out that individuals in oppressive
regimes are often not certain about whether a successful revolution will result in better leadership, and
they lack accurate information about the status quo. While accurate information is certainly not sufficient
to compel individuals to engage in collective action, underestimation of the benefits of successful collective
action will undoubtedly make participation more challenging to elicit.
During the trade war, businesses may have found it difficult to know exactly how much the tariffs had
affected their operations. While the aggregated costs to U.S. businesses and consumers were generally large
and (to some extent) publicized, they were diffusely spread across products that were often intermediary
goods in a complex production process. Some firms knew exactly which shipments from China they
would need to pay duties on, but to other businesses these costs were less obvious. Our expectation is
that providing specific information on how individual firms are affected by the trade war would increase
the likelihood that they take political action.
In our pre-registration,6 we formalized our intuitions about how firms would respond, from which we
also derived hypotheses. We briefly re-iterate the model here. We consider that a given firm i will choose
political action PA given a utility function Ui (PA ) = Bi − Ci , where Bi and Ci are objective benefits
and costs. While companies are likely to have accurate perceptions of the cost of PA , they are likely to
struggle to define what the benefits are, and hence we denote their perceived benefits from opposing a
trade war as B̂i . To learn what the benefits would be, a company must engage in substantial research
and pay a substantial information cost I to learn what the true benefits Bi in fact are. Crucially, only
those firms with high perceptions of benefits from opposition are likely to pay the cost. As a result, we
surmised that companies are more likely to take political action after receiving an information treatment
T = 1 conditional on beliefs and the cost of paying for this information:

P r(Bi − Ci > 0|B̂i , I, T1 = 1) > P r(Bi − Ci > 0|B̂i , I, T1 = 0)
In other words, the treatment’s effectiveness is likely conditional on how much a company has learned
about the trade war, and this learning process is correlated with the expected benefits a company would
gain from opposing the trade war. As a result, we expected that the treatment would be most efficacious
for companies with moderate levels of expected benefits and moderate amounts of information about
the trade war to date. We expressed these intuitions in our pre-registration through the following two
hypotheses:
H1. Presenting firms with information about the possible rise in the firm’s input costs as a result of
6 The

pre-registration is publicly available at the following URL: https://osf.io/p6dev/
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Trump tariffs will increase the probability of firms’ corporate political action.
H2. The effect of presenting firms with information about the possible rise in a firm’s input costs is
likely to have a concave quadratic relationship with respect to a firms’ vulnerability to tariffs.
The first hypothesis reflects our understanding of what the average treatment effect will be, i.e.,
averaging across the various levels and types of information which businesspeople already have about the
trade war. On the whole, we expect that providing information about the trade war’s negative effects
on their businesses is likely to spur action against the trade war. We believed that this effect should be
detectable in the aggregate even given the limiting factors of prior business knowledge.
The second hypotheses offers a rationale for a potential relationship between the treatment and
important pre-treatment covariates about what companies beliefs were regarding their exposure to the
trade war. A concave quadratic relationship implies that the companies which should be most receptive
to information about the trade war’s costs are those with a prior moderate belief in the trade war’s effects
on their company. This hypothesis reflected our belief that those at either of end of the spectrum would
have already found it rational to pay the cost of obtaining enough information to know whether the trade
war had helped or hurt them, and thus would be relatively unmoved by an informational treatment.

3

Research Design

We test these hypotheses with a field experiment where firms are the unit of analysis. In practice, this
means we communicate with and measure the behaviors of managers, but they participate in their
professional rather than their personal capacity, and we measure the actions they take on behalf of their
firm.

3.1

Sample

Like the trade war, we employed several different strategies to recruit companies with widely varying
results. As discussed in our pre-registration, our initial sampling strategy involved collecting email
addresses from public email addresses in companies. We began with a random sample of all U.S. firms in
the Orbis database, and then used web crawling techniques to identify email addresses. However, we
found this method to be impractical because of aggressive spam filters and the deluge of questionable
emails that business managers receive. Even when we purchased a managers email list from a marketing
company, we found very low completion rates for our survey. We also attempted direct recruitment via
phone calls, which proved to be relatively effective at reaching managers but did not allow us to perform
the experiment as it was difficult to observe how they responded to the information provided. As such,
due to these limitations, we turned to other forms of sample recruitment.
Our most effective sample recruitment tool turned out to be Facebook. We used Facebook ad criteria
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Figure 1: Comparison of Facebook and Kansas City Samples for Knowledge about Trade War
to target our survey at individuals who listed themselves as managers.7 In the first round of data collection
only participants who affirmed in our survey that they were a manager at a U.S. company were invited to
participate, and we gave each respondent a $5 gift card. In this round, which comprised a total of 1,466
responses, it was clear that the survey was over-incentivized and we received responses from individuals
who were not business people in order to obtain the $5. After extensively vetting each individual response
to ensure that it came from a manager at a legitimate U.S. company, we end up analyzing data from 603
of these responses. Additional details on our validation procedure are available in the Appendix. In the
second round of Facebook collection, we did not offer incentives and instead relied on advertisements
to recruit respondents. We received 335 responses from this second group, and we removed only 32
respondents as not properly being in the sample frame.
Second, we partnered with the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce to advertise our survey to their
e-mail lists and on their social media. This attracted a sample of legitimate businesses, recruited through
professional methods, although limited to the Kansas City area. We incentivized managers to participate
with a lottery for a $100 gift card. We obtained 66 responses this way.
Our two samples, both from social media targeting and via the Kansas City Chamber of Commerce,
differed on a number of dimensions, as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Overall, the Chamber sample appears,
unsurprisingly, to comprise more professional and sophisticated companies than the Facebook sample.
Firms in the Chamber sample appear to be bigger, consider themselves more informed about the impact
of the trade war, believe they are more harmed by the trade war, and are more likely to participate in
business associations or have a government relations team.
We collected responses through each of these approaches over the period of year, beginning in April
2019 and ending in July 2020.
7 We

also tried contacting firms through Twitter or LinkedIn but found Facebook to be the most cost-effective.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Facebook and Kansas City Samples for Impact of Tariffs on Respondents’
Companies

Figure 3: Comparison of Facebook and Kansas City Samples for Distribution of Company Managers’
Political Ideology
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3.2

Treatment

Our experimental design involves two treatments and their interaction along with an informative control.
The treatment occurred after a range of demographic questions were asked in the online survey; we
used this information, in particular NAICS codes, to subsequently determine which tariff information
was most relevant to the respondent. The three treatment conditions involved a dynamic treatment,
a static treatment, and a cross with both the static and dynamic treatments. In the dynamic version,
respondents were invited to use an interactive Shiny application that enabled them to calculate tariff
costs for the specific products that their firm used. In the static version, we provided them with the
estimated the cost of the tariffs for their industry, and we were able to do so at the NAICS 3-digit level.
In the crossed treatment, they were provided both with average tariff rates at the industry level and the
online application.
The Appendix describes our procedure for collecting this data, which made use of input-output data
from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, lists of tariffed commodities from the Petersen Institute for
International Economics, and a concordance from Pierce and Schott (2009). Essentially, our approach
is to look at how many goods used by each industry’s upstream industries were subject to tariffs. We
recognize this estimate is imperfect, but we believe it is much more informative than other figures most
firms would have seen.
We also recognize that an overall industry’s inputs do not necessarily map on to an individual firm’s
inputs. This was part of the motivation for developing an interactive Shiny application that allows firms
to estimate their firm-specific tariff costs. After asking firms for their industry, we present them with a
list of the products other businesses in their industry often buy from, and we invite them to plug in the
amount of money they spend on each. We then use our data to calculate for each firm how much they
likely spent due to tariffs. This dynamic version of our treatment is more precise and informative than
the static version, although we have less control as researchers over how participants engage with it.
All respondents were shown a treatment screen, and in the control condition they received the following
text:
Please read the following information about the trade war and your company, and then
scroll to proceed with the survey. The imposition of tariffs in 2018, recent studies show, cost
U.S. consumers and companies $1.4 billion a month and will force companies to redirect $165
billion per year worth of imports affected by tariffs. Furthermore, $121 billion of companies’
exports to foreign markets have been harmed by retaliatory tariffs posed by other countries.
We included this information in control to ensure that the treatments were not simply a priming effect
of reminding respondents about the trade war.
If in the static treatment condition, respondents received the following text:
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“We’ve crunched some numbers for you. Using data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
we have identified the most tariff-affected industries that provide important inputs to companies
in your industry.”
Participants then saw a list of the six most important industries they input from and, for each industry,
the proportion of their products that are subject to tariffs along with the average tariff rate. Firms in the
dynamic treatment condition were instead provided with credentials to access the web application. The
invitation read:
“We have developed an online application to allow you to calculate precisely how much
extra your firm may have paid for goods and services as a result of the tariffs. The application
is available exclusively to you because of your participation in our study. You can access the
application here.”
Of course, we recognize that the information firms receive varies, and it varies in a way that is
systematically correlated with background features of the firm. For the most part, we see this as a
strength of our design. Naoi (2020) critiques many survey experimental tests of support for globalization
because their informational treatments—designed to inform the participant about the costs and benefits
of various policies—are too general and do not make much of an impact. In contrast, our informational
treatment is tailored and communicates data we believe our participants would find valuable. Nevertheless,
this makes it somewhat more challenging to interpret our data, since each firm receives a different estimate
of the trade war’s effect. We report both estimates of the treatment effect in the aggregate and also in
terms of treatment intensity measured by the number of firms in a respondent’s industry that our data
reported tariffs.

3.3

Outcomes

We use several measures of whether our firms are willing to take political action. Before we invite them
to do so, we tell them that we will present them with a list of actions they can take to support or oppose
the tariffs, and we ask which list they would like to see (or both). We do this so that we can distinguish
their preference from their willingness to take political action. Our first outcome measure, Preference, is
whether they seek to see “Support”, “Oppose,” or “Both.”
Next, we show them the list of actions they requested. Both lists are presented in the following
way: “Here’s what you can do do [support/oppose] tariffs. Select any that you are interested in and we
will share more detailed information with you on the next page. The list of actions appears in Table 1.
We intentionally keep these action items non-specific at this stage, since this allows us to phrase the
action items across both lists as similarly as possible. For example, saying “Donate to Congresspeople
who oppose/support tariffs” avoids mentioning specific legislators who may be especially popular or
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Table 1: Outcome measures
Interest item
Invite someone to participate in
this study
Ask your Congressperson to [o]
the trade war
Donate to governors who [o/s] tariffs
Sign a petition [o/s] the trade war

Action item (oppose)
Provides their e-mail address

Action item (support)
Provides their e-mail address

Clicks link to Americans for Free
Trade (write-in campaign)
Clicks link to donate to a governor
Clicks link to sign petition “Republicans Fighting Tariffs”

N/A

Donate to Congresspeople who
[o/s] tariffs

Clinks link to donate to sponsors
of Import Tax Relief Act

Join Facebook groups [o/s] the
trade war

Likes “Tariffs Hurt the Heartland”

N/A
Clicks link to sign petition from
American companies seeking protection
Clicks link to donate to sponsors
of Fair Trade with China Enforcement Act
Likes “American Jobs Build
America”

unpopular. Of course, we provide this detail on the next page when we encourage individuals to actually
take the suggested action. We were unable to find a write-in campaign in support of the trade war or
governors who publicly supported the trade war, so these action items are missing for tariff supporters.
This outcome measure, Interest, is closer to measuring political action than Preference, but does not
necessarily indicate the individual took the proposed action. However, Interest may be most comparable
across opposers and supporters of the trade war, given its non-specific framing.
Finally, we measure whether the individual actually takes the suggested Action. We do so primarily
by tracking whether they click the link suggested. Although we are unable to track whether they actually
donate or sign after clicking the link, this is the most credible way we have of measuring their behavior.
At minimum, clicking the link represents the cost of the individual’s (uncompensated) time.

4

Results

We first present our results as average treatment effects for both the individual treatments and for
collapsed treatments with a binary treatment/control comparison. These comparisons are most relevant
to our first hypothesis. We then examine interactions with the collapsed treatment and the company’s
prior level of tariff knowledge and impact before turning to an analysis of how treatment intensity affected
the results. All models are logit regressions in the case of binary outcomes and OLS regressions in the
case of count outcomes.
Tables 2, 2, 4, 5 and 6 show logistic regression models for the three treatment types with the control
condition as the baseline. Tables 2 and 3 show separate models for each outcome type along with a
model with a dependent variable equal to 1 if any of the options was selected. Tables 5 and 4 show the
same models except that the treatment condition has been collapsed to a binary value for any treatment
received. These tables represent our average treatment effects (ATEs).
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Table 2: Disaggregated Treatments for Any Oppose Trade War Item Selected

(Intercept)
Dynamic
Dynamic + Static
Static

Facebook

Congress

Petition

Invite

Governor

Any

-1.643***
(0.151)
-0.020
(0.216)
-0.130
(0.219)
0.049
(0.213)

-1.119***
(0.130)
-0.283
(0.192)
-0.468**
(0.197)
-0.172
(0.188)

-26.566
(19876.903)
0.000
(28266.417)
0.000
(28045.041)
0.000
(28132.139)

-1.410***
(0.141)
-0.075
(0.202)
-0.072
(0.201)
0.191
(0.194)

-3.248***
(0.294)
0.256
(0.396)
0.291
(0.390)
0.236
(0.396)

-0.764***
(0.120)
-0.132
(0.173)
-0.318*
(0.175)
-0.068
(0.171)

1279
1307.1
1327.7
-649.535
0.01

1279
8.0
28.6
0.000

1279
1280.6
1301.2
-636.280

1279
479.5
500.1
-235.743

1279
1546.6
1567.2
-769.304

Num.Obs.
1279
AIC
1126.5
BIC
1147.1
Log.Lik.
-559.247
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p <

Table 3: Disaggregated Treatments for Any Support Trade War Item Selected

(Intercept)
Dynamic
Dynamic + Static
Static
Manager

Facebook

Congress

Petition

Invite

Any

-1.961***
(0.230)
0.109
(0.231)
-0.316
(0.249)
-0.201
(0.244)
0.086
(0.203)

-2.429***
(0.205)
-0.109
(0.298)
-0.292
(0.308)
-0.516
(0.328)

-26.566
(19876.903)
0.000
(28266.417)
0.000
(28045.041)
0.000
(28132.139)

-1.333***
(0.137)
-0.110
(0.199)
-0.572***
(0.215)
0.023
(0.194)

-1.621***
(0.150)
0.115
(0.210)
-0.284
(0.224)
-0.242
(0.222)

1279
8.0
28.6
0.000

1279
1224.2
1244.8
-608.082

1279
1095.6
1116.2
-543.805

Num.Obs.
1279
1279
AIC
946.8
630.2
BIC
972.6
650.8
Log.Lik.
-468.395
-311.115
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

As can be seen, these results are not consistent with our first pre-registered hypothesis. Many of the
results show relatively weak effects, and when they are stronger, they are almost always in the negative
direction, implying that the treatment made it less likely that respondents would take action either to
support or oppose the trade war. However, we do see more strong results for the oppose outcome versus
the support outcome, which would be logical as our treatment was aimed at encouraging opposition rather
than dampening support. It is also interesting to note that the disaggregated treatments in Tables 2 and
3 reveal that the combined dynamic with static treatment had the strongest effects. This combination
would make sense if our assumption is correct that respondents are seeking quality information. Providing
both an online application and static text should increase the credibility of the information and hence the
strength of the treatment.
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Table 4: Collapsed Treatments for Any Oppose Trade War Item Selected

(Intercept)
Collapsed

Facebook

Congress

Petition

Invite

Governor

Any

-1.643***
(0.151)
-0.033
(0.176)

-1.119***
(0.130)
-0.304**
(0.153)

-26.566
(19876.903)
0.000
(22966.840)

-1.410***
(0.141)
0.020
(0.162)

-3.248***
(0.294)
0.261
(0.331)

-0.764***
(0.120)
-0.171
(0.140)

1279
4.0
14.3
0.000

1279
1279.0
1289.3
-637.504

1279
475.5
485.8
-235.754

1279
1544.8
1555.1
-770.382

Num.Obs.
1279
1279
AIC
1123.2
1305.3
BIC
1133.5
1315.6
Log.Lik.
-559.593
-650.643
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table 5: Collapsed Treatments for Any Support Trade War Item Selected

(Intercept)
Collapsed

Facebook

Congress

Petition

Invite

Any

-1.894***
(0.166)
-0.128
(0.194)

-2.429***
(0.205)
-0.295
(0.245)

-26.566
(19876.903)
0.000
(22966.840)

-1.333***
(0.137)
-0.201
(0.161)

-1.621***
(0.150)
-0.128
(0.176)

1279
4.0
14.3
0.000

1279
1228.6
1238.9
-612.309

1279
1095.6
1105.9
-545.817

Num.Obs.
1279
1279
AIC
944.2
627.7
BIC
954.5
638.0
Log.Lik.
-470.115
-311.860
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table 6: Models of Count of Outcome Items Selected

(Intercept)
Dynamic
Dynamic + Static
Static

Oppose

Support

Collapse Oppose

Collapse Support

0.988***
(0.077)
-0.070
(0.109)
-0.120
(0.108)
-0.034
(0.109)

0.645***
(0.053)
-0.040
(0.076)
-0.216***
(0.075)
-0.092
(0.075)

0.988***
(0.077)

0.645***
(0.053)

-0.075
(0.089)

-0.117*
(0.062)

1279
4445.2
4460.7
-2219.601

1279
3519.8
3535.3
-1756.904

Collapsed
Num.Obs.
1279
1279
AIC
4448.6
3518.1
BIC
4474.3
3543.8
Log.Lik.
-2219.283 -1754.027
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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4.1

Treatment Heterogeneity

The fact that our treatment does not have as strong an effect averaged across the sample is not particularly
surprising given how we described the role of pre-existing beliefs related to the trade war, though it is
surprising that it has an average effect in the negative direction. Exploring treatment heterogeneity can
help us understand this counter-intuitive finding as well as provide some evidence in support of hypothesis
2. To do so we examine two questions included in the survey. The first asked respondents to rank on
a scale of 0 to 10 how strongly the trade war had either hurt or helped their firm, with higher values
indicating that the trade war helped them. The second question asked respondents to rank on a scale of 0
to 10 their knowledge of the trade war, with higher values indicating more knowledge. The first question
is the most directly relevant, and we fit logistic regression models to at least one opposition outcome
selected as the dependent variable with an interaction between a collapsed treatment, this variable and
its square as regressors. We plot the sample average marginal effects of the treatment conditional on
varying values of the harm imposed by the trade war in Figure 4.
As noted in Hypothesis 2, or prior expectation was that we would observe a concave-downward shape
for the plot. Instead, we see a convex plot with higher values at either extreme for the treatment effect.
For those who said that they believed the trade war had affected their firm moderately, it tended to
reduce their tendency to oppose the trade war. We note that this finding does not invalidate the simple
model we outlined in earlier; rather, our supposition about how prior beliefs would interact with the
treatment proved incorrect. Prior beliefs about the effect of the trade war on the firm are very important;
those in the middle of the scale experienced a -10 pp decline willingness to oppose the trade war, while
those at either end experienced a +10 pp increase in willingness to oppose the trade war upon receiving
the treatment. What we did not have accurate information on was which of our respondents was likely to
hold overly inflated views of the potential cost of the trade war.
We repeat the same analysis in Figure 5, although here we do not observe the characteristic U-shape
indicative of a quadratic relationship. The treatment’s effect does not vary as much depending on
respondents’ prior beliefs. To the extent that it does, those who believed they were harmed were more
likely to oppose the trade war after viewing the treatment, and those who believed they were helped
were less likely to oppose the trade war after viewing the treatment. However, as the relationship is very
imprecise, we hesitate to assign any concrete interpretation. As mentioned earlier, we did not expect the
treatment to have as large an effect on either reducing or increase support for the trade war compared to
encouraging opposition.
To make the relationship between beliefs and treatment efficacy clearer, we plot predicted probabilities
of selecting at least one opposition outcome in Figure 6 separately for the control and the collapsed
treatment condition. This figure helps illustrate how the treatment is interacting with prior beliefs.
As can be seen, in control, or in a situation in which the respondent does not receive any information
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Figure 4: Conditional Marginal Effect of Treatment on Opposing Trade War by Prior Hurt From Trade
War

Figure 5: Conditional Marginal Effect of Treatment on Supporting Trade War by Prior Hurt From Trade
War
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Figure 6: Contr ol and Treatment Predicted Probabilities for Opposing Trade War by Prior Hurt from
Trade War
pertinent to their firm, opposition to the trade war is in fact highest for companies in the middle of the
distribution. In other words, our intuition proved to be correct for those companies that did not receive
the treatment. The treatment distribution, on the other hand, slopes monotonically downwards.8 In
essence, the treatment is overcoming perceptions about the trade war’s potential benefits relative to
control. In treatment, those who thought the trade war had harmed them become more likely to oppose
the trade war, possibly because the information confirmed their prior suspicions. On the other hand,
those who thought the trade war helped them became more likely to take action opposing the trade war,
possibly because the information about tariffs conflicted with their prior uninformed beliefs.
We next consider the joint effect of both prior harm from the trade war and prior information about
the trade war. To do so we fit a logistic regression model with a collapsed treatment variable and a
three-way interaction between the 0 to 10 scale for harm from the trade war and a 0 to 10 scale for
knowledge of the trade war prior to receiving the trade war. Given the complexity of evaluating a
three-way interaction, we plot the results as predicted probabilities of selecting at least one opposing
trade war outcome for the entire joint distribution of the two pre-treatment covariates. We show this
distribution both for the treatment and control groups in Figure 7. This complete distribution helps
clarify the underlying relationships shown in previous figures. For the control group, for companies with a
lot of information about the trade war, probability of political action followed logically from their beliefs
about being hurt or helped. Those companies that benefited from the trade war were quite unlikely to
oppose it (below 20%), while those who were harmed by the trade war were very likely to oppose the
trade war (above 50%).
However, for those companies in the control group that had poor knowledge of the trade war, the
8 We do not observe the quadratic relationship because we are examining model predictions rather than conditional
marginal effects.
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Figure 7: Predicted Probabilities for Opposing Trade War by Prior Hurt from Trade War and Knowledge
of Trade War
relationship reversed itself. Companies who believed the trade war had helped them but were quite unsure
were more willing to click on opposition to the trade war outcomes, while companies that believed they
were harmed but were very unsure were less likely to click on opposition outcomes. Our interpretation
is that respondents were second-guessing their prior beliefs because of the lack of information they had
received, leading to counter-intuitive outcomes for political action. We believe this behavior follows from
our formal setup expressed earlier as it suggests that respondents with few pre-conceived beliefs and
no credible information should have relatively undefined political preferences and consequently political
actions.
It is interesting to then compare the treatment distribution on the right-hand side in Figure 7. We
see a similar relationship for the top end of the distribution: those respondents who already knew a lot
about the trade war are relatively unaffected by the treatment, and remain willing or unwilling to oppose
the trade war based on their assessment of how it helped or hurt them. However, for the bottom end of
the distribution we no longer see a clear relationship between prior beliefs and opposition to the trade
war. It would appear that the treatment rationalized political responses for those with less information
about the trade war, providing a different basis with which to make a decision about whether or not
to oppose the trade war. For these respondents, the probability of opposing the trade war is roughly
constant across different levels of prior beliefs and knowledge about the trade war, in clear contrast to
the control distribution. As such, we believe this gives evidence of the operation of the formal model we
expressed in our pre-registration, although our initial interpretation of the model did not capture the full
dynamics of how respondents processed information about the trade war.
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Figure 8: Histogram of Respondent’s Industry Products with Tariffs

4.2

Treatment Intensity

What we have left out of the analysis so far is the fact that respondents received different intensities
of treatment depending on the number of products in their industry which were affected by tariffs. It
is important to note that in addition to the number of products and average tariffs rate varying from
respondent to respondent, some respondents (8%) were in NAICS codes for which we could not identify
any input products which had tariffs.9 We collapsed the data provided to respondents to four criteria: the
total number of products with tariffs, the average tariff rate for all products, and the average proportion
of products across the respondent’s industries with tariffs. Because of the difficulty of evaluating four
possible interactions, and because each of these variables is highly correlated from .7 to .9, we chose for
ease of interpretation to focus on the number of products with at least one tariff shown to the respondent.
This distribution, which has considerable variation, is shown in Figure 8. The pronounced mode at zero
includes all those in the control group, but also some respondents who did match any products.
However, the use of these variables is not enough to know what the correct treatment intensity because,
as we discussed previously, we have reason to believe that respondents’ pre-existing beliefs about the
trade war are crucial factors which may make them more or less disposed to the treatment. As such, we
borrow from medicine and think of an appropriate treatment dosage, i.e., how to make the treatment
9 Some

of these may be due to limitations in the coverage of the BLS input-output tables.
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Table 7: Treatment Strength: Oppose Trade War

(Intercept)
Products
Products
Prior Hurt

Facebook

Congress

Petition

Invite

Governor

Any

Count

-1.641***
(0.121)
0.004
(0.015)
-0.004
(0.004)

-1.256***
(0.108)
-0.009
(0.014)
-0.009**
(0.004)

-26.566
(15921.248)
0.000
(1933.445)
0.000
(570.167)

-1.391***
(0.112)
0.004
(0.013)
-0.001
(0.004)

-3.107***
(0.219)
0.013
(0.025)
0.003
(0.007)

-1.201***
(0.106)
-0.004
(0.013)
-0.012***
(0.004)

0.953***
(0.063)
0.001
(0.008)
-0.004
(0.002)

877
6.0
20.3
0.000

877
890.7
905.0
-442.350

877
330.8
345.1
-162.378

877
955.8
970.2
-474.919

877
3089.6
3108.7
-1540.775

Num.Obs.
877
877
AIC
797.6
923.1
BIC
812.0
937.4
Log.Lik.
-395.825
-458.557
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table 8: Treatment Strength: Support Trade War

(Intercept)
Products
Products
Prior Hurt

Facebook

Congress

Petition

Invite

Any

Count

-1.773***
(0.131)
-0.047**
(0.019)
0.019***
(0.006)

-2.375***
(0.166)
-0.064**
(0.028)
0.033***
(0.008)

-26.566
(15921.248)
0.000
(1933.445)
0.000
(570.167)

-1.380***
(0.113)
-0.022
(0.015)
0.019***
(0.005)

-2.129***
(0.150)
-0.064**
(0.025)
0.030***
(0.007)

0.635***
(0.042)
-0.011**
(0.005)
0.007***
(0.002)

877
6.0
20.3
0.000

877
820.0
834.4
-407.014

877
495.5
509.8
-244.725

877
2398.0
2417.1
-1194.984

Num.Obs.
877
877
AIC
632.1
427.4
BIC
646.4
441.8
Log.Lik.
-313.029
-210.723
* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

proportional to each respondent’s vulnerability to the treatment. We believe the best way to do so is to
divide our number of products shown by the 0 to 10 scale for being adversely affected by the trade war.
We subtract away the midpoint of the scale so that we have instead a range of -5 to +5, which permits us
to allow 0 to signal that the respondent does not have pre-existing beliefs which should bias them one
way or another. For the product scale, we further recode any zeroes in the treatment condition to the
minimum value of products times -1 so that we can model the fact that those in the control condition in
fact received more dosage than those in treatment who were informed that no products in their industry
had tariffs.
In Tables 7 and 8 we show the results of interactions between the count of products and respondent
beliefs about the hurt they have already suffered from the trade war. We note that instead of multiplying
the count of products with the prior hurt score, as we did in the previous section, we divide by the score.
As can be seen, there are quite strong associations between this adjusted product score and outcomes
opposing and supporting the trade war, though the results are more consistent for supporting the trade
war. However, we note that the aggregate outcome (Any) for opposing the trade war shows a clear
association, and the count of opposition outcomes model has a reasonably strong association (p = 0.11).
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Figure 9: Treatment Intensity and Prior Experience of Trade War
While the results show that there are clear effects of the adjusted product total shown to respondents,
it is difficult to understand the results substantively without plotting the change in outcomes. We do
this in Figure 9 by calculating the sample-average predicted value of the Any support and Any oppose
outcomes given various combinations of the number of products shown to respondents and their prior
experience with the trade war. While the two plots may look like mirror images, they in fact communicate
quite different stories about treatment intensity.
For the support trade war outcome, we see that exposing subjects to an increasing number of products
has its greatest effect for those who have the strongest beliefs that the trade war has helped them. In this
case, if the respondent viewed more products with tariffs, they became more likely to select outcomes
which could help them further the trade war. By contrast, if these respondents saw that relatively few
products had tariffs, their support for the trade war decreased.
There are two possible explanations for this finding. The first is that because these respondents
believed the trade war had helped their firm, learning that relatively few products had tariffs led them
to conclude that the scope of the trade war was less than they had envisaged. However, there are some
problems with this explanation, notably that we exposed respondents to tariffs on their industries’ inputs,
not on goods they might sell. In addition, we do not observe the opposite relationship among those who
believed the trade war hurt their company: their willingness to take action supporting the trade war does
not increase when they see that there are no tariffs in their industry with tariffs. Finally, companies that
benefited from the trade war received quite strong protection from competitors and it is unlikely our
purely informational treatment could move them into the opposition category.
A second and more plausible explanation is that learning more input goods had tariffs caused some of
these firms to become more pro-active at supporting the trade war because they feared the potential
mobilization opposing it. While our simple theoretical model did not include the possibility of reacting to
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what others might do, it is reasonable to expect that companies with a vested interest in continuing the
trade war could become concerned about damaging information being released to business people. As
such, they may have become more invested in supporting the trade war as a way to preempt growing
opposition. While we think this explanation better comports with the data from the experiment, we note
that we cannot rule out either explanation based on the results alone.
For the oppose trade war category we see patterns that are easier to identify given our theoretical
model. Those who oppose the trade war the most are those who believe they were hurt by the trade war
the most, but that relationship diminishes from a probability of action of 0.6 to about 0.2 if their treatment
had no products associated with it. Furthermore, we see similar relationships up to the midpoint of the
scale, which follows from our model: those who believed that the trade war was less hurtful consequently
received a lower dose of the treatment and hence show less variability in their behavior as a result of
receiving the informational treatment. For example, if the respondent reported a value of -2 on our
trade war hurt scale, then if they viewed no products in their industry with tariffs they would select an
opposition outcome about 20% of the time. However, if they had the same hurt score, their probability of
selecting an opposition outcome could increase up to approximately 35%, a still notable increase. It is
interesting that we do not see as strong a relationship for those who believed they were helped by the
trade war; however, we note again that those who were helped by the trade war received considerable
firm-level benefits and learning new information about input costs is unlikely to change their decision
calculus given the level of protection they received.

4.3

Partisanship

Our final set of findings that we present relate to a relationship with opposition to the trade war that
we did not discuss in our pre-registration–though of course in hindsight it now it appears obvious–that
of the role of political ideology and partisanship. Because we asked respondents about the “political
culture” of their companies both among management and rank-and-file we can obtain estimates for how
these variables affected willingness to oppose the trade war. We report probabilities of selecting at least
one opposition to the trade war outcome in Figure 10. We see a surprisingly strong relationship, even
considering the level of polarization during the Trump presidency. Those who reported working at a
very conservative firm had a probability of selecting an opposition outcome of only 10%, while half of
those who worked at liberal or very liberal companies selected an opposition outcome. It is quite possible
that it is partisanship that partly explains prior beliefs about the trade war and consequently the strong
associations we see between these beliefs and the efficacy of the treatment.
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Figure 10: Role of Partisanship in Explaining Opposition to Trade War

5

Discussion

We believe that our findings shed light on previously poorly understood dynamics about how companies
make decisions about whether to push back against trade wars. While much is known about the companies
that benefit from trade actions, our study shows in much more detail how companies whose benefit or
harm is more tenuous react to more detailed information about how the trade war has likely affected them.
On the whole, our results show that credible and detailed information can rationalize their decisions,
allowing companies to take opposition to the trade war.
However, there are a number of important scope conditions for this analysis. The first, as we mentioned
in our results section, involves the high level of political polarization in the United States while we
implemented this study. Polarization may interfere with the treatment and prevent information from
being considered as credible. As such, the treatment effects could be under-estimated relative to providing
this type of information in a less salient and polarized environment.
Second, we note that our aim here was to survey companies that are not conventional subjects of
study in business politics. The average company size was relatively small and did not include major
companies like Walmart and Apple that are known to be substantially affected by tariffs. We believe
that recruiting this subject population helps expand the scope of theories explaining trade actions, but
it is important to note that these same dynamics are unlikely to hold for very large companies with
substantial existing investments in lobbying and other types of political action.
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